About Zenfolio
Since 2006, Zenfolio has been the premier provider of online photography
presentation and sales solutions for professional photographers and enthusiasts
everywhere. Zenfolio is a complete and integrated online hosting solution that
allows photographers to professionally manage their entire online presence under
one roof, giving them an unmatched ability to monetize their images in a singular
destination. Providing the ultimate in features, function and style, Zenfolio helps
photographers turn their passion into a profitable business.

How It All Started
It began in the cradle of so many great ideas: a coffee shop. Four friends with a passion for photography, a
shared background in technology, and complementary skills had a goal. They wanted to create an all-in-one
web solution for photographers—both amateur and professional—to organize, display and sell their images
with uncompromising quality.
To achieve this goal, they surrounded themselves with talented people from a variety of professional
backgrounds who had worked for the top database, computer OS, marketing, graphics and imaging
companies around the world. Importantly, they all share an interest in photography, and many are
professional photographers themselves.

Why Zenfolio
Photographers work hard to create the best photos possible. Zenfolio makes sure they’re displayed in an
equally impressive manner. There is no coding necessary to create a beautiful website with plenty of design
and customization options; photographers can get a beautiful website in just few clicks.
Zenfolio is dedicated to offering the best photo viewing experience on the web so that clients, friends
and family can easily find their photos. And with powerful organizational tools and secure, ample storage,
photographers can display their images in galleries, grid layouts, slideshows and more to meet every client’s
needs.
In addition to a beautiful website, photographers have the option to sell their work directly on their
website—a powerful integrated shopping cart makes purchasing online easy. Partnered with the best
vendors in the industry, Zenfolio is flexible enough to offer digital products and self-fulfillment. Acting as a
one-stop-shop, the service is designed to seamlessly get photos from the computer screen into the hands
of photographers and their clients. This plus the integrated photo blog and countless marketing tools makes
Zenfolio everything photographers need for an online presence.

www.zenfolio.com

